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A News Service For The Educational Community

"Dean of .Students" Appointed
by Brian Phillips

Dr. James E. Kraeger has
been appointed to the
newly-established position of ~
Dean of Counseling Affairs here
at the College and he will assume
the position on April 22.
Dr. Kraeger is originally from
St. Louis, Missouri. He earned his
Bachelors -degree from St. Louis
University where he majored in
Psychology. He then went on to
Fordham University where he
obtained his Masters degree· in
Educational and Clinical
Psychology. His academic pursuit
was interrupted for two years
while he taught English in a
Denver, Colorado, high school.
Dr. Kraeger then returned to
Fordham where he assumed the
position of counselor, Associate
Director, and subsequently
Direct or of Counseling. He
obtained his Ph.D. in Educational
Psychology there in 1972.
The new Dean's position here
will basically entail the same
responsibilities of the former
Dean of Students position held

by Dr. Goldberg. The major
difference in job descriptions is
that Dr. Kraeger will essentially
be a student counseling director
and the discipline problems will
be handled by Dean McKenna,
Dean of Student Services.
The administration feels that
this is a more equitable
re-classification of
responsibilities, for the students
and the new Dean, by not placing
the hypocritical resp~msibilities
of ogre and friend on Dr.
Kraeger.
Dean Goldberg, the former .
Dean of Students, left the Coliege
in September, 1973; and the
students have been without a
Dean since. "The new Dean will
hopefully fill a void that has long .
existed here at the College,"
stated Dr. Mark Gould, former
head of the now defunct Dean
Search Committee.
Dr. Kraeger is married' and
has two children (age~ four and
one). He expects to reside in the
Bristol area.

James E. Kraeger

Newly: ap~mted D!an of
Counseling Affairs.

Library Security: What's Being Done

Pg. 7
Pg. 8

Bill Baird Speaks
On Women's Rights
by,Mike Leddv
Bill Baird, crusader for
as guinea pigs for doctors' testing
women's right to abortion,
of birth control methods," he
presented his cause to a group o( went on to say.
approximately 100 students
Baird's fight for abortion on
(mostly female) on March -12 at
demand is characterized by
the College.
government figures as
Baird has been involved in his
detrimental, "making whores and
abortion rights crusade for eleven
prostitutes out of single people."
years and has been arrested for
He told of the story of how he
that cause eight times since. . and a mother of a 14-month-old
During his talk he continuously
baby ' were arrested because the
baby was. being allegedly
brought up the statem~nt of four
corrupted while he lectured on
Cardinals who agreed that,
birth control Similar public
"under no condition, even if you
were dying, would we grant you · opinion as this was the case when
he told of a 12-year-old girl who
the right to an abortion, because
was aborted in his clinic after
life begins at conception." He
being raped by her father.
predicts with this kind of thought
Four-hundred people showed up
and the great lobbying poiwers of
the Roman Catholic Church that ~ at the clinic in protest
threatening to blow up the
our current abortion laws will be
building with him in it. This led
abolished.
·
him to say, "We will abort any
Baird asked, "Who has the
minor regardless of the law,
right to tell a woman what to do
without parents' permission, even
with her life and what privacy she
should have? The Supreme Court , though it carries with it a prison
said that if the right of privacy
term."
Baird went on to day, "I am
means anything it is the right of
you as an individual to be free to
sick and tired of parents calling
decide whether to bare a child." ' and telling me that I shouldn't
With this he advocates a woman
help their child." 'Let God
making her own decision about
punish her to teach her a lesson,'
abortion or any other right.
they say." "It is really a more
Baird points out a favorable . substantial problem than most
picture of why women should b~
people believe. Over 5,000 babies
allowed abortions: He cites the
were born to women under 14
$50 or $100 abortion, common
years of age last year."
to city slums, where a woman
In concluding, Baird said that
uses a blunt tube or coat hanger
women should write their
to abort an unwanted child, often . representatives and get behind a
cutting the wall of her uterus in
women's liberation group. Next
the process and sometimes even
month Baird appears before a
bleeding to death.
House committee in defense of
According the Baird, quoting
abortion. Baird also has
suit
pending against Senator Taylor of
government figures,
Newport, a leading advocate of
"Thirty-seven out of 100,000
anti -abortion legislation in Rhode
worµen have died from delivering
Island, who was invited to the
babies, while .only 2.2 percent of
lecture but could not attend
100,000 women have died from
beeause he claimed he had an
abortions. Women are being used
appointment.

by Jack Kelly
The College library, since the
$14,000." This is far from the
The most exceptable idea
fall semester of 1971 to June of
"few hundred dollars" quoted in was to build partitions on the
19.7 3 has lost an estimated
an earlier QUILL editorial. This second level by the stairwells.
$14,000 in stolen hooks. The
system is still under The estimated cost was placed !
library director, Ms. Sherrie
consideration, but no action has between $3,000 and $3,500. Ms.
Bergman Friedman, obtained this
been taken as of yet.
Friedman said, "the problem lies
figure from an inventory held in
with the architectural design of
Ju,ne, 1973. This inventory
the library. There are just too
discovered that 1,392 books had
many entrances and exits to get
been stolen at an average cost of
out without being seen." With
ten .dollars pe. book.
the addition of the partitions,
At that time, the College
thefts should be scarcer .
possessed 38,468 volumes which
makes this a 3112 percent loss. Ms.
Friedman said this was a normal
rate of theft comparing RWC to
Aldebaron, the RWC literary
other college libraries, but due to magazine, is still looking for
the sma:ll number of volumes in literary and artistic works from
the library, even 3112 percent · the college community. Students
damages circulation among may submit any poetry, fiction,
students.
or art to the magazine. A $20
At a recent library meeting first prize and $10 second prize
held on March 19, suggestions will be given in each of these
-were brought up on how to three categories. Only Roger
Mike Ruggeire won the
by Brian Phillips
strengthen the security in the Williams students are eligible for
presidential seat with 53 votes.
library. Some of these suggestions these prizes, although outside
More information information from the V.A. stated
Larry Smets and Mike Simeone
were:
concerning RWC vet"erans' at a RWC veterans' meeting last
submissions are accepted. The
each
had 25 votes.
Wednesday
that
~he
vets
would
overpayment
problems
has
magazine is circulated in
Peter Greenberg is the new
1. To lock the door on the
recently been obtained by the receive a partial monthly check
Providence bookstores and many
north side of the second floor so colleges in Rhode Island. It is not
Vice President. He received 64
QUILL from the state Veterans' of $110 on April 1.
that students would have to leave confined to RWC.
The reason why this year's votes.
Administration, Finance
De p art_ment. Through this veteran problem came about ,
the third level only by the south
Many students feel that it is
Kathy Burnschke is the new
information, it has been according to the College
stairwell (cafeteria side) and next to impossible to get their
Secretary with 82 votes.
determined that it is impossible Registrar, Stanley Jakobiak, is,
would be able to exit only from work accepted into Aldebaron,
Alex Koines won the
to have the overpayment amount "the vets were never considered
the second level front door with 250 poems submitted by
.
position
of Treasurer with 78
repayed in gradual increments when the Dean (Dean Uehling)
(requiring them to pass the front. non-students, as <X>lllplred to ten
votes.
prepared
the
calendar."
Mr.
from this year's remaining
desk). Presently, students ripping poems submitted by Roger
educational assistance checks as , Jakobiak went on to explain, "as
off books are able to pass the Williams students. It stands to
RWC Veterans' Counselor, Paul long as -eterans attend classes
second level by the north reason that there won't be many
Grenier. suggested in a March 5 duing every month of the .
stairwell to the first level and out student works printed. The Roger
QUiLL artical entitled, "5-1-5 academic year they will be paid
the side door.
Williams student is given priority
Creates More Problems for Vets." for that month even if they
- 2. To build partitions on the over outside submissions. Any
According to the V.A., "once attend classes only one day.
second level staircase with work submitted by a student,
a deficit has been registered, the Where we ran into trouble this
automatic panic fire alarms on even if it is only fair., is
year is vets were out of classes for
computers automatically hold
the doors leading to the first automatically considered a
A veterans' information
back further payments." the entire month of January."
level. This would channel tentative acceptance, whereas an
center has been established for all
The Administration has veterans on this campus. It is
Accordingly, a ·veteran can do
stil.dents through to the second outside submissions will be
aleviated the problem for next located in the Student Assistance
level and by the circulation desk rejected.
little, if anything, but wait for
ye a r by reorganizing the Service Office located next to the
where they could be seen.
the overpayment to repay itself.
Any type of literary or
3. To hire a full-time security
academic calendar for Spring QUILL Office.
The V.A. will simpJy withhold
artistic work may be submitted
guard to check readers as they to Aldebaron. This includes color regular monthly educational
semester. Classes will begin on
The purpose of the vets'
left-but this was dismissed
31. Vets will then be attending information office is to handle
photographs, three dimensional · assistance payments until the
because of the cost. Ms. art, (a photo must be included)
45-day deficit is repayed.
classes during every month of the ariy problem a vet- may have,
Friedman remarked, "an estimate and music.
academic year even if they don't regardless of its nature. The
The 45-day period of
for such a device was received by
attend intersession and hence will office hours will be from 9 to 11
Submit your poetry and withholding checks will be up on
the College l112 years ago. The fiction to the Aldebaron mailbox April 15 and sometime in April
receive ·full educational assistance a.m. on Monday, Wednesday, and
initial cost for the unit and in the SAS Office, and your art vets should receive partial checks.
checks every month for the entire Friday; and 9 a.m. to 12 Noon on
installation was in the vicinity of work to Bob McRoberts in Fl 36 .. bne veteral who had obtained
year.
Tuesdays andThursdays.

Seeks Copy

.Aldebaron

a

More On Vets
Overpayment Problems

Senior Class
Election Results

Vels Information
In S.A.S.
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,EDITORIAL§

At The Statehouse
by Chuck Winn

Sporting Support

This week's column will
discuss two veterans bills and
When will this school realize that the athletic program here is no' another women's rights bill now
longer "just a side-show," but a first-class act, that, with a little more
in the committee stage in the
support, will put RWC on the map?
·
General Assembly. The year's
This past season's basketball team is one of the best examples (and . session is well past the half-way
the rest of the varsity sports aren't far behind).
mark, so it is imperative that
Finishing the season with a sterling 21-5 record, winning 18 games
readers of this column contact
in a row, and capturing the N .A.I.A. regional playoffs, the squad
their legislators to let them know
suffered all year without a gym, without proper warm-up uniforms,
if they want to see these bills
without a training· room, and without even a home court ... and the . enacte.d into law this year.
problem doesn't stop there.
Rep. Frank Sherman
A soccer team with one goal higher than another and a coach that
announced at a March 8 meeting
never coached. A basketball player (a starter, no less) whose uniform
of the Rhode Island Young
didn't match _his teammates. A hockey team with uniforms for half
Veterans' Association Board of
their number. A baseball team which sported ~ 'Casual Inn" jerseys and . Directors that 74-H 7286, a bill
a field without (Qui lines and three-inch outfield grass.
giving 12 credits to veterans who
attend R.I. State colleges as
Frost this all over with an athletic director forced to hold down a
equivalent instruction in phys.
second administrative position (Tom Drennan escaped this fate), and
ed. and ROTC, is not in the
- what do you have? ...a demoralizing shame.
House Health, Education and
What can be done? ...a lot! Overlooking (let's not cloud the
Welfare Committee and urged all
problem with easy-to-come-by excuses) what those at the top feed us,
here's what's lacking:
interested persons to contact
their local Representatives and
1. A gym ...a big undertaking, but a must! It .would unite the
Senators expressing their support
student body more than anything else and provide a moral support for
for 74-H 7286. At - a dinner
the school's athletes ... not to mention the attraction to prospective
students.
meeting with the RIYV A state
coordinator held at Joe's Family
2. A hockey rink.. for the same reason as ti)e gym. A hockey rink is
Restaurant in Coventry, Mr. Ed
also a profit-making venture ...just ask Portsmouth Abbey.
Caddick ·, a leading Coventry
3. A baseball field ...for an initial cost._of ap,proximately $1,500 the
Democrat, pledged full support
, school could have something to match tfle team's new uniforms. Rent
to insure enactment of this bill.
· the field out during the summer to Babe Ruth and American Legion
Reps. Sherman and Monroe
·
teams and it will pay for itself.
Knight, cosponsors of the bill,
4. Tennis · courts ...with lights (let's not be cheap). They can be
had to ammend the bill to
used eight months out of the year, and by more people than just the
counter an attempt by academic
tennis team. Let's not put them on the front lawn , either,- like rumor
has it.
beaureaucrats to negate its
meaning by a slick legal maneuver
The list could go on and on. The excuses have gone on long
which was caught by an aide of
enough. Are those at the top too high to see the bottom? ... And that
Mr. Sherman's.
bottom, without a doubt, is the administration's support of the
Rep. Arthur Aloisio of North
athletic program.
Providence has reintroduced his
Vietnam Veterans' Benefits bill.
Aloisio's Bill 74-H 7300 provides
for a $400 lump sum payment to
disabled veterans regardless of the
period served in Vietnam. Other
It has been the occasional practice at Roger Williams, as it has, no
veterans who are not disabled
doubt, at other colleges and universities, for instructors to pass out
would be compensated on a pro
exam questions to their class before the day of the exam.
rated basis determined by the
This can be likened to labelling Christmas presents, congratulating
number of months served in the
the bride before the wedding, or placing the cheese in front of the rat
Republic of Viet Nam and in the
and then asking him to find it.
Armed Forces. The state would
What, in truth, this is, is cheating. The instructor is cheating his
obtain ·funding for this bill by the
.
·
students and the students are cheating themselves.
sale of bonds, and .expenses
Why should a student read ari entire book if he knows that the
incurred by the state in
instructor will tell him what chapter the question will be on? Why
disbursement of funds to those _
should an instructor expect the students to know the entire readings
veterans who are eligible 'would
when, just before the exam, he's going to tell them what they mµst
. know to pass? The answer to both of these questions is "they
be paid for by accrued dinterest
don't" ... they don't read it and they don't expect it.
and premiums or from the
The old belief that students, as a 'whole, study to increase their
knowledge, is an idealist ideology at best. Students study tQ pass; and
if you tell them how they can pass they'll listen. If they know what it
takes to pass (the questions), they'll exert all efforts to the solution
(the answers) .. and not one ounce of effort on anything else.
And what's the end result of this? Instructors with a book full of
good grades that supposedly reflect that the class is picking up all that
is being taught ...and a class that knows all the answers as long as
someone will tell them what the right answers will be.
Isn't it about time both the instructors, as weli as the students, at
Roger Williams stop sliding?
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --..- EDUCATION CONCENTRATES

proceeds of the sale of the bonds. jobs , and hospital personnel
numbering close e to 50,000 in
Next of kin of deceased veterans
who were · resid.e nts of Rhode the state, are not covered by
Island would also receive these FEP A because of exemptions. By
benefits. Rep. Aloisio has urged including them in the Rhode
that th e. House Finance Island Act they will be able to
Committee be "flooded with report unfair employment
letters supporting 74-H 7300 to practices to the Rhode Island
prvent that bill dying iri the Commission on Human Rights."
Finance Committee this year. Senator Sapinsley further stated
Another bill: 73-H 6150, Wiich that undtH the present law
also would extend benefits to women who work for local and
Viet Nam era veterans, is still state government, s t ate
buried in the House Finance institutions, and non-profit
organizations who feel that they
Committee.
In the area of women's rights have been discriminated against
legislation, Sen. Lila Sapinsley is for employment or promotion
sponsoring legislation extending must report the violations to the
the Fair Employment Practices Equal Employment
Act. This bill, now at the Senate Opportunities Commission.
Judiciar y ·committee, would Because of a backlog of cases the
extend coverage of the Fair Commission sometimes takes
Employment Practices act fo several years to consider a
uncovered employees working in complaint. If the extension of the
state and lo cal government, R.I. FEPA is enacted this year it
non-profit institutions, and ' State will be possible for the Rl.
institutions. When interviewed , Commission on Human Rights to
Sen. SapinS-le y said, "many · take action on a complaint within
women employed as teachers, a matter of weeks. Sen. Sapinsley
women who work for state and urges maximum public support
local government in secretarial for this bill.

Letters to
the Editor

A Waste

Dear Editor:
This is a warning. If the
candy machines, the soda
machines and the change machine
aren't repaired so they don't rip
off everyone who simply wants
to grab a quick bite between
classes or mash the munchies, I
will come, like a thief in the
right, and dismantle them . And
how about putting fresh candy in
them once in a while? I'm pretty
tired of buying a Milky Way bar
only to find that it has a healthy
green colour.
Signed:
Ripped-Off

Dear Editor:
Aaaaaaah, Aaaah, Aaaah,
Aaaaaaaaaaaah. Those pesky little
May flies are in my room again,
and it's only March. I'd take
varicose veins any day over May
flies. Every day I gotta say "shoe
flu , don 't bother me" before
they'll go away. And then do
they really go away? You betca'
life they don't . They just zip
around behind me where I can't
see them. So you say, "what's so
bad about that, just don't turn
around!" Bull. How long do you
think you can walk without
turning around? Jeez-us, in a
12-foot long room you can walk
about 12 ·fee t before you cram
your face into a wall. Maybe if I
found a bigger room I could last
longer before I'd have to turn
around and say "shoe fly , dqn't
bother me" again. And April is
almost here, and I'll bet my
Zippo that the next thing will be
June bugs.
Signed:
disturbed

Notices

OJIJt<tuUl

A ny student planning to
student teach in the fall of 197 4
MUST fill out an application
form and return it to Anne
Barry (F 149) before April 3,
1974.

Published Weekly in Prov. &: Bristol

HEALTH SERVICE

.by Student Publications. -Inc.

Phone 255-2146
.Undergraduate newspaper published for the students of RWC
Providence and Britol, Rl. It shall be organized to provide a news
service to :the student body. It shall alSo be considered /legally
autonomous fiom the corporate structure of Roger Williams 'College
as it is supported totally b y the students t hrough t he student activity
fee ·and out side a<Jvertising revenue . In t his sense ~t must be
responsible only to ' t he student body of Roger Williams College.
Unsigned _editoi;ia!s represent the views of this paper . They do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the faculty, adminitttration, or
student body as a :whole. Signed editorials, columns, Eeviews .and
letters represent the personal views of the writers.

Co-Editors .... . ................ . .. . . Dave Husband
... . .......... . ........ .. .. . . . ...... Brian Phillips
Managing Editor ... ... ................. Norm Mowry
Business Editor . ....... . .............. Michael Collins
News Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lovonda Devine
Cultural Editor ......-... . ............... David Kellogg
Sports Editor . . _..... .. .. . ........... David Husband
Layout Editor .... . ................ Lisa Gray Enslen
Secretary ... . .. . . . ... ·... . ... : .... Laurie Werthessen

<.

Any equipment (i.e.,
crutches, hot water bottles, etc.)
not being used can be returned
to the Health Station'. Your
cooperation will be appreciated .
RWC POLITICAL FORUM
Will present a debate on
"Campaign Issues of 1974."
Debating will be Tucker Wright,
Republican State Chairperson;
and Charles Riley, Democratic
State Chairperson. It will be
held Wednesday, March 27, at 8
p.m. in lecture Hall 128.

,,

,'

;...

v.
/
/

x

FRENCH CLUB MEETING
Wednesday, March 27, at
2:30 p.m. in Classroom 147
. (Humanities pod). The Club will
discuss plans for a trip to the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
The trip will be open to anyone
interested.

.,,(:-.

.,
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Alternative
Education
.Committee
An ad hoc committee has
b ee n initi ate d t o stud y
alternatives in higher education
(1) that may be feasible as an
e x t e nsion , addition, or
enrichment of the ·curriculum
here at Roger Williams College ,
and (2) that may attract new
additional students interested in
more convenient forms of
learning and curricula whi'ch
Ro'ger Williams College is
currently unable to furnish
because of limited manpower and
resources. The committee
presently consists of about 20
m e mber s represell,ting the
faculty, students, administration,
and the University Without Walls
Program which is hosted by
Roger Williams College.
The committee has met three
times thus far and has heard
explanations about various
alternative educational pro.grams
including U.W.W. and similar
models. At our last meeting on
March 20, the committee first
heard Dr. Gauvey's presentation
of his A.D.P. cluster of U.W.W .
He also expounded on his
philosophical approach towards
education which is based on
pluralism and exemplified by his
University Without Walls A.D.P.
cluster.
Following Dr . Gauvey's
presentation , three members of
th e committ ee submitted a
preliminary proposal along with
an organizatlonal chart presented
b y a no t h er memb er . The
proposal calls for the creation or'
a seventh division at RWC which
will b e re sponsible for an
Altern a tiv e Stud ies Program
(A.S.P.) clustA.S.P. will offer an
alternative between the ultimate
flexibility of the present U.W.W.
progra m s and the ongoing
program here at Roger Williams
College.
Afte r d isc ussion of this
proposal all committee members
ires en t, William Grandgeorge,
Robert Leaver , Philip Schuyler,
Steve Esons, Frank Muhley , .
Harold Pay so n, John Stout,
Sherrie Friedman, Ralph Gauvey,
Grason Murphy; Daniel Von
Rieson, Eva Gibavic, ,James
Munger, and Richard Fox,
supported in principle the
concept outlines in the proposal
and felt it has the potential of
being developed into an
acceptable alternative educational
mode) for Roger Williams
College. This proposal and all
other information the committee
has acquired is available to all
interested person s. The
committee's office is open from
9a.m.· to 5 p.m. to all those
int e rest e d i n r ev iewing any
information in the committee 's
files, which is located on t he
Bristol Campus in the classroom
building, office number CW-120
(Social Science Division) .
At this time, the committee
would like t o exten d an
invitation to all t hose interested
in developing the A.S.P. proposal
or considering other alternatives
within higher education at Roger
Williasm College to participate in
this study. If interested , contact
Steve Esons by leaving a note in
the commit.tee's office.
All interested persons are
invited to the next committee
meeting on Thursday, March 28
at 2 p.m. in Cl-132 (classroom
building).

THE NUMBER ONE KILLER
OF YOUNG AMERICANS·
IS YOUNG AMERICANS.
You march against war.
You fightfor clean air and clean
water. You eat natural foods. You
practice yoga. You are so much for
life. And you are so much against
killing.
It would be unthinkable for
you to kill another human being on
purpose.
So then, why is this
happening?
You don't mean to be. But
you are. The 'n umbers are simple.
Latest available figures show
that 8,000 American people between
the ages of 15 and 25 died in alcohol ·
related crashes. And almost all the
drunk drivers who caused those
crashes were also under 25.
1,380 died in combat. 3,420
committed suicide. 2,731 died of
cancer.
It's incredible, but one of the
most dangerous things you can do
is to have a few bottles of wine with
friends and drive home.
You can change it. You have to.

~----------~------------~

DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y*
BOX 1969
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013
I don't want to get killed and I don't
want to kill anyone. Tell me how I can
·
· help.*Youths Highway Safety
Advisory Committee.
My name is.____________
Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _State.___Zip'---~------~----------------~

STOP DRIVING DRUNK.
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER.

U.S.' DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION •NATION At HKfllWAV TRAFFIC SAFETY ADM IN ISTRATION

} !.:

t• '
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The Clearing
by Laurie Werthessen
It was a beautiful scene the
clearing was now being disturbed
pond sitting there to one side of
by the ravings of the people
the clearing and birds flying from
around me. I had to do
one tree branch to another
something. And I did.
calling out warnings to trespasser~
That night I went back into
on their property. The sun never
the woods, not far just a little
~hined directly into the clearing,
ways. The only way to get rid of
it was always in shadow from the
evil is to burn it. And I did. I set
trees that hovered all around it.
fire· to the woods and ran and ran
Everything was always so
to get away.
peaceful and quiet out there in
the woods whenever I went there.
. I'm sit~ing here now, writing
And then I found the clearing. It
this, watchmg another fire going
was too beautiful really for words
out. I don't really know what
to describe so I won't waste them
happened that night. I woke up
trying to do so. l often went
the next morning in my house in
the clearing and looked out on
there to lay in the shadows and
the charred remains of the town
the' coolness. At first it didn't
that had caused so much trouble
seem odd that the sun never
to me and friends.
shined th!_!re directly, or that a
It's peaceful here inside the
breeze never passed through. The
clearing and nothing _ever
beauty of the place was so
changes. Occasionally people
overwhelming that such things
-come in and are afraid of what is
didn't matter.
happening, but they soon settle
All summer long I'd go to the
down and stop trying to find a ·
clearing and resf and think. Most
way out. It's a beautiful life here
often about the things that were
just watching the birds flying
going on in town. It seemed to
have become accident prone
back a~d forth between the trees
Joe Lyttle
during the SJ.mmer months. A
chatteftng back and forth t~
few people had died in freak
trespassers of their property.
accidents, the kind that come
around about once a year.
Editor's Note: Due to the large
Through the ramblings of -the
amount _of good student writing
gossips it was found that children
at RWC, THE QUILL proposes to
would wake up screaming in the
· print, as - a complement to
by Derek Mccants & Lisa BuBois
night and dogs would snarl and
ALDEBARAN, some of the
bark at empty air. All those
many good poems and stories
two-dimensional work.
funny things had to add up to
Per-haps Joe Lyttle
that deserve attention. To that artist -in-residence, is a poo; seen in his murals. Constantly
During the Fall, '73 semester
something the townspeople
end we have decided to devote a choise for our column's first progressing, for him "each
his last as a student here, Jo~
thought. And of course each old
painting
should
be
the
best."
section of the paper each week to
taught Painting I, and this
appearance, for our purpose is to _ Curiously, during Joe's first
biddies story was much worse
these literary works.
infornC and Joe's presence here is year of _painting, he seldom titled summer he will be teaching the
than the one that preceeded it.
Bob McRoberts and Geoff
Although it was none of my
omnipresence. He can often be
his paintings, believing it limited same course along with Painting
Clark have agreed to select for
noticed wandering or working on what was said in the piece. Now II. Also, Joe will be involved in
wo~ry, it was an interesting
publication in THE QUILL the
the -Adventures in the Arts
the Bristol campus, and his he titles much of his work with
subject to think about and I did
best poem or prose piece
program_. Afterwards Joe_ hopes
paintings complement both the _oddities such as, "Girl about to
so often.
submitted to their Creative
to
attend ·u.Mass·. at Amherst in
walls
of
the
library
and
the
Towards fall my walks.to the
l,>e eaten as stream looks on " and
Writing classes each week, or any
pursuit of a M.F.A.
dormitories.
They're
easily.
seen
clearing became shorter. Possibly
"Metamorphosis
~f
·
a
work by other student writers.
Joe has re c·e iv e d
but until given the closer look pickle-licker}'
because I was walking there
recognition
outside of R.W.C . as
they deserve, they seem a mass of
faster, in order to get away from
Mr. Lyttle made the
some
of
his canvases have
dots and lines.
the town sooner, but nonetheless
transition from canvas to mural
The second look unfolds a easily' and even finds it helps him appeared in the last two New ":F
they were shorter. It was alway~
.
metaphysical fantasy world to be. more prolific. When halted England Painters' Festivals and
the same there in the clearing
created by a blend of pointallism·, by a block in one, he works on the Ocean City Boardwalk Show.
nothing ever changed. Th~
impressionism, surrealism, and a the other. Originally he was to do He has _been written up in the
temperature was always the same,
complex
color system, a world a large mural for the student Providence JOURNAL and his
and the leaves didn't fall in
by Brian Phitlips
peopled by umtant bird-like union, but after negotiating with paintings have been sold for $350
autumn. On rainy days I went
Harbinger, ' a private
there and the ground was clry. It
creatures . and humanoid plant President Ralph Gauvey it was and more.
Carol Hathaway, Joe's
was a haven for me, a place to go Providence - based literary' life.
agreed he would do many small
magazine, published · and edited
to find peace.
murals in each unit of the dorms. former art instructor
The town was turning into a by RWC graduates Robert Israel
This highly-personal _ style
Joe is ·also a ceramicist and complimented Joe in many ways'.
lunatic asylum. The people and Jim Williams, made its debut
to
evolve
about
three
years
began
His sculptings mirror, his She stressed that he was
teacher.
.
I
runnmg
around, 'accusing
each on March 16.
ago, when Joe first started to paintings. The same bird-like "dedicated, self-disciplil)ed, and~
Harbinger was the title of the
other of the things that were
paint. He is always exploring and creatures and other worldly many-facetted person," with
R WC Ii t erary magazine three
_ happening. there. Deaths and
i~vestigating, an example being
plants appear in three "purpose and direction," and the
disappearances were becoming years ago but along with many of his recent discovery of the dimensions, reflecting the same most unique student she's ever
more common. People were going the s.taff the name changed.
airbrush. The effect of this can be craftsmanship and care of his had. He is also unassuming and
honest, and we extend to he and
mad with the fear that something :entat~vel~, as. a pilot Harbinger
is en1oyrng a revival; and
Mary our congratulation; on their
would happen to them next.
upcoming marriage.
Winter came, and with it the hopefully, with a government
1
peace that snow always brings. grant for the literary arts and
Smothering everything into a private donations, it will afford a
quiet solitude. My clearing still regular periodic renewal.
There's much adjectival ado
was warm and green and I'd go
there to watch the snow falling one co_uld go through to describe
BOSTON
RWC
the magazine, but the most
That sound,
outside.
sufficient description is just that
the loud one you thought you
Something had to be done
FILMS
CONCERTS
its contents are damn good.
heard in your sleep,
about the people in the town.
Although many of the
was not yours.
Too much was going wrong. The
Weds., March.. 27: LH124 Boston Music Hall, March 31:
contributors have been published
The skin you touched,
pe~e that I had always felt in my
Science/Math Building "The Graham Nash and special guest
and are accordingly good, the
you thought it was mine:
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" and "Dr. Livingston Taylor.
amateur writers are fresh and
You are wrong.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," two horror
different enough to soon shed
This wrinkled section belonged
greats at 8 p.m.
April 8: Gregg Allman $5-$7
that title.
'
to a man who froze in the cold
tickets.
Geoffrey Clark, an instructor
· stepping out for his morning p~per
Sun., March 31: LH 129 (Theatre
in Creativf:! Writing at the College;
wearing only a bathrobe.
one) "The Golddiggers of 19 35" April 10: The Kinks.
and Roger Crotty, a former C.W.
This small scar came from
(8 p.m.) a Busby Berkely Musical.
instructor here, both complement
the woman I made love to
April 12: New Rilfers of the
the table of contents' twelve
last
nigh~.
Fri., March 29: _ Boudu Saved Purple Sage. · ·
authors. Also, a few RWC
She was warm and
from Drowning, LH 129 at 2
graduates who have studied under
_vibrant and
Orpheum Theatre, April 23: King
p.m.
a poet.
On Wednesday evening, their tutelage appear in
Crimson and Proco! Harem.
This tiny circle on my nose
March 27, the College will
Harbinger.
Mon., April 1: Cartoons in the
sponsor a music program by
Hopefull-y Harbinger will is the key to my unborn child,
April 13: Poco and Commander
Snackbar at 7:30 p.m.
Richard Adam, guitarist and folk · receive enough financial support
a
moldy fetus resting
Cody. $4.50 -$6.50.
singer. Mr. Adam combines folk and public recognition to be
outside your window.
Weds., April 3: Boudu Saved
music, poetry, and some theatre
sustained . Literary magazines
I meant to tell you most of
PROVIDENCE
from Drowning, LH 129 at 2
in _ his material, which he such as Harbinger are a stepping
this before,
p.m. and 8 p.m.
composes himself. He has stone for recognition of· writers
Civic
Center,
April
4:
The
Kinks
but
you
.never let me:
performed at many coffeehouses and, as in Harbinger, they harbor
CONCERT
in
concert.
in the state apcl is a member of unrecogniZedtalent.
it's the secret understood but
the Young Shakespearian Theatrelf you. are interested in
Palace Theatre, April 7: Gregg
never told,
of Rhode Island. The program ~urchasin~ a copy or submission
Weds., March 27: Richard Adam
begins at 8 p~m. in the Bristol rnformat1on, write: Harbinger
guitarist and folk singer: Allman. Every weekend (Fri-Sun) the s.tory never finished,
Campus. Library and is 0R~f!.. ~0 - · _Magazine! 95 Ho~e Street,
combines music, poetry and the ,Palace features two or three the page I left.for you
to tum.
the r.ubhc ~~~~!_~ ~~~-:;; : ~~~-~ !}}!~_96, Providence, RI
~heatre in his show. Library at 8 fine films for only 99 cents.
LoP:. ~apiI].eau
,~ . . . .... ::M"~··• ..............
_ n_..n _ ,u; """'-...:.:e
:..-O~q~q_~~~~~~,-..i.,..."'l.'"!."".Fll·,....."""1.._.,1:>..-n. Free.

THE SPECTACLE
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Harbinger
,
Debuts

What's Going On

Multi-talented
Richard Adam
Will perform

t:;: -;s

1CI
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2-4-6-8 Who Do We Assassinate?

"Little Murders" Preview
Jules Feiffer's homocidal
comedy of modern manners has
shocked and amused theatre
audiences throughout the United
States and England since its
premiere almost ten years ago. It
is an ageless play concerning
family life in New York
City-after the police have lost
their battle with crime, after the
system has broken down
completely. The peop~ in the
city are left to fend for
themselves any way that they
can.
Sprague Theobald, the
director of the Roger Williams
production, calls the play , "the
blackest o.f black comedies." The
play is a powerful satire on our
society presenting it as a system
gone wild and how the people
have to ·adjust to the world the
way it is. The New Quist
apartment is a microcosm of that
society.
Feiffer never loses sight of
his objective during the frenetic
scenes of violence and laughter:

Feiffer, well known for his
Sprague Theobald and Dave
political and social humor and
Kellogg.
cartoons, established himself as
The production has been in
an accomplished author with this
rehearsal for four weeks and the
solid piece of literature. There is
result is due to a lot of hard work
a lot to laugh at in "Little
on the part of all involved.
Murders" but the play has serious
"Murders," while being a hard
overtones. Feiffer's intent
show to rehearse for the cast is
becomes dearer when Alfred
also technically difficult because
of the effects required. The
states, "It's very dangerous to
challenge a system unless you're
humor in the play may be
completely at peace with the
offensive to some because it is
thought that you're not going to
outrageous, but overall the
miss it when it collapses".
production is one you will leave
"Murders" is a comedy of ideas
talking about.
more than a comedy of
The show, which opened
characters, but the characters in
Thursday, March 21 and far
it are comic and unforgettable.
Friday and Saturday, March 22
Each character is representative
and 2 3, will also run this
of our society and is composed of • w e e k e n d f o r t h r e e
parts of all of us.
nights-Thursday, March 28
The cast includes Donna
through Saturday, March 31. The
Ferrara and Richard Wilber as Mr.
show starts at 8 p.m. in Theatre
and Mrs. Carol Newquist,
One with admission for Roger
Stephen Kudlach as their son
Williams students at one dollar.
Tickets can be bought at the door
Kenny, Ch&ty Clifford as their
daughter Patsy and John Chatty
on the days of performance until
' as her fiance Alfred Chamberlain.
showtime or reservations can be
Others in the cast are Mark Katz,
made by calling 255-2368.

~~......;.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

"little Mn-ders" Cast

Coffee House Review

One-Way Street

Birdbath

by Neal Cerel

Last Friday night, one
quarter of . Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young appeared for a brief
concert at Brown's Meehan
by Dave Kellogg Auditorium. Accompanying
Carolyn Jones, in a himself on several accoustic
The Coffeehouse on March
change-of.pace role was stunning, . guitars, tuning and changing
· 15 was a powerful contemporary
instruments now and then, David
her development from an uneasy
tragedy of human life. In a short,
Crosby
played a set _of tunes that
but well-written play by Leonard - sparrow to the tragic figure of a
disturbed woman was a fine piece lrought his name on top with
Melfi, life was seen in contrasting
of acting. A mature role capably other folk-rock musicians.
forms. Pathetic life, empty life
Despite his capacity as a
handled ·b y a maturing actress.
and._ finally optimistic life
guitarist
and singer, Crosby
Tony Risoli played the role
emerged on the stage. Life can be
of "Frankie Basta," a . without his entourage of friends
as hard as the concrete of a New
soft-spoken, sensitive poet being sounded quite hollow. Singing
York street, as cold as a bottle of
m'o stly his own compositions
desensitized by a dead-end job
gin and as bitter as the morning
like,
"Deja Vu", "Triad",
and whose talent is drowning in a
after, as tragically absurd as
bottle of cheap booze. Tony "Almost Cut My Hair" and his
"caviar and coffee<',ake" or as
brought out the desperation and big one, "Wooden Ships," to a far
warmly hopeful as a Valentin's
self-defeatedness of Frankie in a from sellout crowd. At six dollars
Day card. So much for
quietly-intense characterization. a ticket I can see why This
explanations.
Because we realize that these two meant a lot of empty spaces for a
The production, directed by
people may save each other, the disturbing echo throughout the
Leslie Jenkins, ·was top notch.
play and the performance was concert.
Melfi's simple moving message
Opening the show was Kenny
successful.
about the worth of human life
Rankin, a folk singer recently
and relationships was felt by all
As for direction, the mood getting recognition by appearing
in the the.a tre. Thsshow is
was set early in the play and was frequently with comedian George
difficult because of its three
sustained through the frenzied Carlin. Rankin played fine
settings, but despite · space
pitch of the apartment scene. A classical guitar, being backed up
problems in the Coffeehouse the
nic.e balance existed between tb
by a stand-up bass -player and
. pace didn't drag and the settings
two characters and the drummer, both from California.
worked. The transition from the
production flowed smoothly. After half a dozen songs,
comic to the dramatic to the
Audience response proved it was including a fine rendition of
surprise shock at the end was
a fine show. A feeling for the George _Harrison's "Black Bird,"
nicely handled. The show builds
production was set by Mark Crosby came on . for his 60
in intensity to a violent climax
Katz's preshow, especially with minutes or so of short music and
and never once was the pressure
the song, "People." We enjoyed left abruptly regardless of the
crowd's thunderous applause.
released before the end.
another night of good theatre.

Poetry
Darkness' fortress has fallen,
The mercenaries revel at her gates!
I flick my ashes on my breakfast plates
and drop last night's dead soldiers
One by,
Two by,
Clanking in the can.
I walk to the door and watch the dawn
Come black and gold across the river.
There is sometping in the low mist that could
(make me ....)
Make me
(if shhh ... )
If
There is nothing in the mist but mallards
Flying with their wing tips just an inch or two
above the bay.
Peter Ashton
ILJi>"Jru~~ t&....i

• l.:.JJ.J

J \.).,:

RWC Architecture Show
by Barton Seymour
Paris, London, Rome, and
New York, to mention a few,
must bear the loss of being
unable to host our college's first
197 4 architectural exhibition.
During the first two _weeks of
April and ending with the advent
of Easter Vacation, our Bristol
campus Library shall host a fine
exhibition, displaying both
contemporary architectural
design and colonial village
planning. It will' be a good feeling
and a worthy investment of your
time., to nonchalantly or
intensely view these creative
results from fellow students. The
displayed models and plans will
be carefully located on the main
floor of the Library in an attempt
to best co~municate their
creativeness . .
The growing interest or
should I say obsession that our
college has with architecture is
becoming an intuitively obvious
fact. For on March 21 of this
year, about 30sudents assembled
in a Pine Street classroom of' the
Providence campus and organized
a committee. This committee was
formed for the purpose of
accellerating the process of
establishing a chapter of the
American Institute of Architects
at our college. The value of a
Roger Williams College chapter of

the AIA is of mega-value to the
College. For the addition Of our
own · chapter· of the AJA will'
enable students to become
nationally involved with
architecture and will aid in the
development of our already
developing five-year architectural
degree program. The
newly-formed committee, now
actively defining the parameters
of the chapter, will be making an
effort to relate to you the
progress of the committee in
establishing_ the chapter, and ·
bring to you developments in the
field of architecture.

VIOLA'S LIQUOR STORE
219 Wood Street
Bristol, Rhode Island
253-8094

We carry a large variety of
beers, wines and liquors,
and are only a mile from
campus.

We want your prose, your poetry, your art your plays,
your women and your wine ...

We're Brian McDonald
David Ashby Fuller
Jack Mahoney
Our magazine is called

goode shitte
and that's exactly what we're-a-gonna publish ...
send your manuscripts to:
· go·ode ,shitte
c/(J·JackMahoney
98: Church Street
1,.n
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Enviormentally Oriented
Summer Jobs-

.

/

An innovative program
designed to match up qualified
students with groups and agencies
needing manpower for projects
related to the environment has
announced an April 5 deadline
for students' application to the
program.
John Cook, who developed
and heads the Environmental
Intern Program based at the
Massachusetts Audubon Society's
headquarters in Lincoln,
Massachusetts, says he places
highly-qualified students with
non-profit, industrial or
government agencies that need
personnel to carry ou.r
environmentally-oriented projects
for the three-month summer
period or longer. Cook said he
began the project as a summer
program in 1971 and matched
eleven interns with jobs in three
New England states. Now the
program operates year 'round and
he is accepting applications for
160 jobs in all of the · New
England states and New York.
The job ::; that will be
available range from work with
the Council on the Environment
of New York City to creating a
· program for the New England
Aquarium . Applications are being
accepted for college
un°dergraduates, those who have
already earned a bachelor's
degree and students who are
working on or have finished
graduate programs. The students
selected are matched with jobs in

Re-prints available
upon request.

NO. 18

fields in which they" have interest
and training. Cook explained that
students receive salaries during
their internships corresponding to
the academic degrees they have
earned. The Environmental
Intern Program and the agencies
requiring the intern share the
total cost of the internship.
Cook said the jobs are
challenging and advises that only
students who feel highly qualified
apply to -the program: those
in terest.ed should call for
application forms from the
Environmental Intern Program at
the Massachusetts Audubon
headquarters in Lincoln .
Telephone 259-9500.

Phi

~lph

Epsilon

Do YQU believe in necrophilia
before marriage? Do you enjoy
setting fire to kittens and other
helpless animals? How do you
feel about mounting diseased
yaks? If you think the glass is
half full, you may be what we're
looking for. If you think the glass
is half empty the hell with it, we
probably will take you anyway.
What are- we? Why only the
most popular group on campus.
We 're Phi Alph Epsilon , the RWC
Fraternity. The RWC Fraternity
builds men . Join the fraternity
and . see the world. Paid for by
Young Athiests .for Rennie Davis.
~

State

Classifieds

Education Grants
Enclised is a supply of both
veteran and regular 1974-75
Pennsylvania State High
Education Grant Applications
which may be used by students
wno will need financial aid for
. the 1974-75 academic year and
who are not 1973-74 state grant
recipients. Current year
recipients, of course, have had an
application mailed directly to
their homes.
Regular applications-the
enclosed applications inay be
used by either a 1974 high school
graduate or a student who
graduated from high school prior
to 1974 and is not a 1973-74
state grant recipient. Please not
that students are not requested to
submit income tax returns with
the application . Income P,ata will
be obtained by the Agency from
the Pennsylvania State Income
Tax Bureau with such being
authorized by the student and his
parent(s) when signing the ,
application.
Veteran applications-The
enclosed brown and white
veteran applications should be
used only by a veteran of the
U.S . Armed Services who is not a
1973-74 state grant recipient. For
1974-75 , veterans are not
required to submit income tax
data.
It is important that you
exercise caution to see that
1973-74 'state grant recipients in
either the basic program or
veterans program do not receive
or file one of the enclosed
appli~ation_s, sinc.e the use of a

[Personal P.O. boxes now
available at QUILL (free) on
weekly basis.]
PERSONALS
Partys, Partys, Partys Rm. 706,
Inquire at the Boardwalk.

WANTED
Guitar and hornplayers. Female
lead or backup singer(s). For
info-call Mike or Denise at
821-6924 or Bobby at
647-5029. Evenings only.
FOR SALE

Sinshine ...Meet me under the
moon tomorrow. Star*.
QUILL, looking for personable
attractive female for layout.
Arrow-Loved your ass these
past few days-Glitter.
Loose jock wants to meet any
chicks for midnight excursions.
If interested call Butchie at
253-7517.

Panasonic T.V. with AM-FM
radio, Pop-up screen. Hitachi
Portable refrigerator. AM-FM
· Hitachi Cassette stereo. Best
offer for any. Contact Joe,
Room 3'22, Unit 4 (old dorm).
Portable refrigerator (Sears).
Only four months old. $100 or.
be s t offer. Inquire at The
QUILL.
RIDES

Ar ts I n c . - W ha t ' s y o u r
purpose?-, ·Please contact P.
Ann.

Manhattan Bound , Spring
Vacation, share expenses .
Inquire at the QUILL.

LOST & FOUND

FOR SALE

Lost: Wallet in CF 103, Period
2, 3/13/74. Contact Geno
Pietrantonio, Dorm 2 , 3 (south)
Room 337 .

Coleco ping-pong table. Play
back model. $25. See Norman
Mo~y at the QUILL.

form other than a Renewal
Application will create
admini s trativ e problems for
PHEAA and delay processing of
the student's application.
Applications from veterans
are accepted at any time up to
April 1 of the academic year for
which aid is requested.

Money for a very good cause.
Student needs tuition money .
Send your money now .. .it's my
last chance. Box 1, The QUILL.

.

'

WANTED

WANTED
Used guitar, preferably a Martin
or Gibson accoustic, old. Call
253-2568. M. Goerner.
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Fall 1973 Freshmen Poll
Thi's fall, as in some previous years, freshmen were
given · a standardized questionnaire designed ·by the
American Council on Education. Attached are some of
the more interesting fesults recently released by Dean
Uehling.
IT£K

t

~-YR

DESCRIPTION

COLLEGE KORllS

Fa~r or Forester
Health Professional (!~on-M.S.)
Homemaker
Home Economist o r Dietician
lawyer
Uu rse
Research Scientist
Ser-vice Worker
Skl 1 led Worker
S_e1pl-ski I led or unski I led worker
Social or Wetfare Worker
Technologist
Other occupat I on
Unemployed
Undecided

be I at Background

Uhlte/C.vcaslan
Block/l,,.9ro/Afro·"'"8rlc.n
Alllerlcan lndlan

Oriental
Hexlcan-Merlcan/Chfc.no
Puerto Rlc.n .. Allertcan
Other

Averor Grode In Hlsh School
Aor A+
AB+

n.3

87.3
10.2
1.0
0.7

2.5

0.4
1.1

91.0
7.1
0.3

o.o
o.o
0.3
1.9

q_ 7

B

20.1

B·
C+

23.3
20.1

c

0.5

2~.9

0.8-1

D

8.7
11.6
24.0
25.5
14.1
8.6
6.2
0.2

Pr-obab le i·tajor Field of Study (2)
Agriculture (Incl Forestry)
Arts (Fine and Performing)
Biological Sciences·
Business
Education
Engli sh
Engineer l ng
Hea 1th- Professions
Hi story and·'Geography
Home Economl cs
Humanities (othe r)
Mathematics and Stat istics
Physics and Chemist ry
Physical Sciences (other)
Psycho logy
Social Sciences (other)
Social Work

Distance from lionle to Col Iese

S Ml les or less

6·10 Hiies
11-50 Kiios
51·100 HI les
'101-SOO

7.6
8.2
19.9
15.9
35.6
12.8

1.9
~-3

34 .6
10.5

Hore thWI 500 HI Jes

37.5
7. 3

tlullber of Co11ese Acceptences

This Cot lege Orlly
One Other
Two Others

Three Others
Four Others
Five Others
More than Five Qthers

-·

26. 0
26.n
27.6
11.2

)2.8
27.1
20. 7
11.1

2.n

4.8

1.7

2.0
1.5

o. 7

Probable Major Fi eld of Study (2)
Technical Fie lds
Other Field$
Undcc i ded

Highest Degree Planned Here

3.2

Associate (or Equivalent)

Bachelor's (I.A., B. S. )
Master's (M.A., M.S.)
Ph.D., or Ed.D .
M.O., D.O.,

D.D.S., OR D.V.M.

12 .3

7~ .2

B.D. or ff.Div. (Divinity)
Other

0.0
1.5

ko•;::n:'W!n:!avkeryc!i:.!.,H!r!" Scl5~~1ng This College
Wanted to Live '*11ay Frcm Home

Teacher Advised ne
Has a Good Academic keputatlon
Offered Flnanclal Assistance
Advice of Someone Who Attended
Offers Special Educ Program
Has Low Tuition
Advice of Guldanc:e Counselor
W.nted to live et Home
Co\lld Not Get A Job
Probable Career OccupaH'On (2)
Artist (Incl Performer)
Business Management
Business (other)
Clergy or Rel lgious Worker
Doctor (M .D. o r D. D.S.)
Educator (Col lcge Teacher)
Educator (SCcondary)
Educator (Elementary)
Educator (Specialist)
EnQineer

Reasons Checked as very Important
for long-Term Career Cho 1ce ·
Job Openings Avaihtle
Rapid Advancement
High Anticipated Earnings
Respected Occupation
Independence
Chance for Steady Progress
Contribution to Society
Avoid Pr'essure
\-/o r k with I dcas
Be Helpful to Others
Work 1'/l th People
Intrin s ic Interest in Field

o.o
0.6

21.6

li.O
27.1
16.1
13.6
34,8

8.8
20 .5

5. 7
57.0

11.6

22 . 3
20.9
31.5
19.2

15.1

9.~

9, 1
3.0

8. 7
13 .8
I0 .8
0. 3
0.0
1.2
1.5
4.8
1.8
10 .5

3.3
2.4
0.0

3.9
0 .9
6.0
o.6
11.9

i.8
8. 3
0 .3
0.9
3.2
3. 7
1.5
1.2
0.2
3.3
1.8
9. 2
0.2
12 . 5

0.6
14.4
4.2
28. I
7,5
3.0
10.8
1.8
1.5
o.o
1.5

1.4
7. 0
7.9
13 . 4
16.1

0.0

2.3

0.0
1.8
3.9
6.5
2.4

2.0

4.2
6. 7
2. I

2.4
5.4
3.9

2.9
4.6
5,5

46. I
39.5
43.4
33.8
48.8

50 . I

8.6
1. 7
3.6
6.o
7,0
1.2
6.3
1.3
6.4
6.o
5.1
J.9

Agree Strongly or Somewhat
Gov' t Not Cor.trol 1 ing Pollution
Gov't Not Pro~ecting Consumer
Gov't Not Desegregating Quickly
_ Too Hany R.ights for Crimlna.ls
Peop le should be paid equally
Women's activ iti es best Jn home
. wealthy should pay more taxes
Marijuana shou ld be legalized
Di scour age 1a r ge fami I ies
9

~~~os~~~!~e ~~ ~~~n;~u:!~i~ty
Col r egula t e students off campus
Benefl t of co ll ege is monetary

55,4
46 .2
30.5
64.6
63.9
66.5
72 . I

89.4
82.1
61.5
48. I
39.8
35.3
67. 7
69.6

66.6
92 . 8
47 .6
11.2
64. 3

Students help eva luate facult y
Abolish co ll ege grades
De-emphasize organize d sports
Regulate Student publications
C..>1 lege ha s right to ban speaker
Pref treatment for d I sadvantaged
Col too lax on student protest s
Adopt open admissions at pub col
Use same degree standard for al I

5.~

2 I

5. 1
8.8
2.1
I.I

3. 5
I.I

~-

1.0
1.2

LL.a. or J.D. (Law)

1.8
5. 7
0.0
0.0
4.2
C.9
3.9

32.3
37 .6
29 . 6
36.6
46 .6
52. 3
16 .8
51.2
66 . 6
65.3
72.4

88.5
77.S
47.8
48.4
24.8
28.6
7J .4
46.6
65.9
93.0
39 . 4
11.4
50. 3

75.9
3~.5

23.9
29.6
22 . 9
37.9
36 . 3
28. 7
77 . 4

Political Orientation
Far left
Libera l
:ii dd I e -of-the - road
Conservative
Far right

5. 7
41.5'
43.0
9. 7

2. 1
33 .4
49.1
14.9

0 .0

0.5

11arital Status
Presently ma rri e d
Presently engaged
Seeing one person' l?Xcl usive ly
Da ting, but no one steadi l y
Not dating in rece nt months

o.6
2.0
33.0
46.8
17. 7

2.2
34.6
45 . I
17.4

Students E"stimate Chances arc very
Cood that th e y wi 11
Change majo r fi e ld
Chang e career choice
Fai I one or more courses
Graduate with honors
Be e lec t ed to st udent office
Join a socia l Frat or Sorority
Live in a coeducational · dorm
live in a conrnune whi le in col
Be e lecte d to an honor society
Make at l east a "B" average
Need extra time to complete degr
\-/ork at outside job .
Seek vocat i ona I counse Ii ng
Seek individual counseling
Enrol I in honors cou rs es
Get bachelor 1 s degree
Drop out t e mporarily
Drop out pe rmanantly
Transfer to another college
Enter Armed Forces
Be satisfied with college
. Be more successful than most
Find a job in prefer r ed field
Ma rry while in cbl legc
Marry wi t hin a year afte r col
Objectives Considered. to be Esscstial
o r Very Important
Achieve in a perfo rming art
Be an authority in my field
Influence political s tructure
Influence socia l va lues
Raise a family
Have Admin. rcsposnsibility
Be very well-off financially
Help others in difficulty
Be succcssfuJ. in
business
Be inv~ lvcd in envi ron . cleanup
Develop Philosophy of life
Become a community le ader
Keep up with political affairs

SOPHOMORES
ABC=$10,000 (PLUS!)
A-Apply for the Army ROTC Two-Year Program.
B-Become an Army ROTC Cadet by completing a
six-week Basic Camp this summer. (You'll be paid $450 for
the camp).
C-Complete the Army , ROTC Program during
you Junior and Senior years and become an army officer.
HERE ARE THE FACTS!!
FACT-ARMY ROTC WILL PAY YOU UP TO $2,900
DURING YOUR LAST TWO YEARS OF COLLEGE
FACT-YOU HAVE TO SERVE ONLY TWO ·YEARS
ON ACTIVE DUTY.
FACT-AN ARMY LIEUTENANT STARTS OUT AT
$10,000 PER YEAR

WRITE
Room4
Alumni Hall
P.C Campus

76.1
51. 3
J0 . 3
26. 1
19 .5
47.5
31. 7
45. 7
74.9

Army ROTC
(401) 865-2471
Providence . College
or 865-2472
Providence, RI 02918

ACT NOW!! APPLICATION DEADLINE IS ONLY A FEW
DAYS AWAY!!

my°"'"

o.8

11.9
13.8
3,9
6.5

16 .2
15 .5
2. 4

-L4

2.5
17. I ·
20.6
1.8

6. 7
38,9
2.0
0.8
27.9
1.7
36.8
8.2

7. 7
3.5
66'.9
3.6
2.3
13.2
1.4
46. 3
21. I
54.9
5. I
15 .8

9, 8

5, 3

36.0
4. 2
28 . S
11.9
6.4

3.4
74.9
·2.1
1.2
IJ.6

2.2
58.5
17.9
57,2
6.8
18. 7

27.3
62 . 8
19.8
36.5
50.6
27. I

21.5
63.8

53.4

51.6
67.6
38. 7

66.1
4,7.9
41.5
76.1
33.6
42.0

15 . 6

33.2
56.5
25 . 8

33.8
72 .5
33.0
45.0
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Hawk Baseball Begins · ,
Roger Williams Baseball,
1974, following the hard act of
RWC Basketball, .!73-'74, finally
got off the ground last week as
26 players reported for Coach
Hector Massa's first practice on
March 18.
With a 19-game season facing
the, team, practice is ecpected to
be incessant in preparation for
the opening game· at home on
April 7 against Nasson College.

Ten men from . last year's
team are returning in addition to
a host of promissing new faces .
Returnees include: Charlie
Macintyre (outfield), Carmen
Iantosca (outfield), Kevin Bezner
(infield), Bobby Reis (infield),
Dave Moore (infield), Craig
Bloomer (catcher), Buddy Alves
(catcher), Mike Makis (pitcher),
Dave Husband (utility), Steve
Quintal (utility).

SPRING ROSTER
INCOMPLETE
-~

1. Mike Marris
.2. Dave Husband
3 L.C. Smith
4. Kevin Bezner
5. Billy Cavanaugh
6. Joe Wynne
7. Dave Moore
8. Bill Cohen
9. Dwight Datcher
10. David Pernal
11. Craig Bloomer
12. Ron McLellan
13. John Crouse
14. Tom Rogers
15. Carman Iantosca
16. Jack Keefe
18. Bob Reis
19. Buddy Alves
20. Steve Quintal
21. Charlie Maclnger
22. Fred Barnes
23. Dav~ McDougall

Soph.
Soph. ·
Frosh.
Jr.
Jr.
Snr.
Jr.
Soph.
Snr.

~

Pitcher-Shortstop-outfield ·
Pitcher
Pitcher-outfield
3rd base-outfield
2nd base-outfield
Outfield
1st base
2nd base-outfield
Infield

Snr.
Catcher
Frosh. Pitcher -rightfield
Frosh. Shortstop
Frosh. Shortstop
Soph. Outfield
Jnr.
Pitcherl 7. Mike Smith
Soph. Shortstop
Snr.
Catcher-infield
Soph. 3rd base
Snr.
Outfield
Soph. Outfield
Soph. Pitcher

R.W.C. Baseball
'74

by Dave Husband
The problems this season,
although it's still rather ·early to
say for sure, seem to be centered
around the mound , With the
return of only one veteran; Coach
Massa will be forced to rely on
untested arms during the first few
games. What poses even more of a
threat is the week of April 15 in
which the team plays eight
games, including four
doubleheaders. In early practice
six pitchers have loosened up,
and fingers are being crossed as to
their worth.
As was the case last year,
Guiteras Field will once again be
the Hawks' home. Twenty new
double-knit, powder-blue
_uniforms have been ordered,
which will be a vast inprovement
over last season's rag-tail
hand-me-downs....
·

*P

1st

April 7
April 9
April12
April 15
April 17
April 20
April 22
April 25
April 27
May4
May6
May8
May 12

Nasson College at 1:30 p.m .
. Bryant College at 3 p.m.
Rhode Island College at 3 p.m .
Barrington College (2) at 1 p.m.
Eastern Nazarene (2) at 1 p.m.
Western New Eng. (2) at Noon
Mass. Maritime (2) at 2 p.m.
Rhode Island Col. at 3 p.m.
Univ. of Maine (2) at 1 p.m
Nasson Col at 1:30 p.m.
Windham College at 3 p.m.
Bryant College at 3 p.m.
Southeastern Mass.(2~ at 1 p.m.

*2B

Don's Art ShORP.J

*C

Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away

Bristol Cinema
6:45 & 9 p.m.
Today - April 2

Complete line of art supplies.
10% Discount for R.W. C. students
with Discount Card.
We specialize in Grumbacher and Morilla.

*LF
Snr.
*SS or 2B
*RF or 2B

543 Main Street
Warren, R.I.

*CF

Suns.et Bakery
Delectable Pies, ·and Pastries
for your culinary Pleasure
Hope Street
In
Downtown, Bristol, R.I.

t
nella's kloset
new concept in shopping
jr. & misses apparel
418 hope st.
.bristol, RI
,

• -• • -•

H~pe

11

-

..,

..-....1

,.;.a_~~·-*'- .-...-..

H_ealth Sh.oppe

MO LAS KY'S

The Finest Names
In Health ·Food Products I.
In Stock

Vitamin 8•6,
Lecithin & Kelp

I·

,,,

AGNES I :Italian Imported
Pure Semolina Macaroni

·Ahlerican. Family Planning is a
·h o~pft(ll-a{filiated organization
oifering you all alternatives to
an unwanted pregnancy. For
information in your area, call:
(~15)

44-9-200()

AMERICAN FAMILY
. PLANNING .
A Medical Service
to Help You

Headquarters for
Frye Boots

Her~an Boots

1

44 State Street
Bristol, RI

2s3~2211

PANAVISION • · TECHNICOLOR ~
From Warner Bros
A Warner Communications Company

o{B]

(I

Japerbaclt ~o~lt1mit~

•

~arbour ~alf

458 Hope Street, BristQl
253-6555

UNWANTED
PREGNANCY?

STORE
&

1

·
f!~~~~=.~~~l . • Closed Tuesdays •

Buffington' s
Pharmacy
For all your personal needs

Iii•-

. 's
.El, 1-za

~all ~itter 617-6~8-6388

~~

-Full-line selection-paperbacks,

Eliza Is Busy
In The Kitchen Serving
The Evening Meal
Nightly From 5:30 To lO:OOP~M.
. Except Sunday
~~

• ON~ STATE STREET, BRISTOL · 253-2777

hard covers, records, . tapes '
~

J

.,a.Mt~. . .~~£~. . . .~. .

~Ill'=~"-"-~~ ·

magazines, all organized for
your convience.
"Dedicated to the fine art of hr.owsing."

